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Welcome to the 
colourful world of

BLACK | Grey | WHITE celebrates its one-year Anniversary by 
honouring all genders and all sexualities. 

We support true feminism and the LGBTQ Community.



“We don't read and write poetry because it's cute. We 
read and write poetry because we are members of the 

human race. And the human race is filled with 
passion. And medicine, law, business, engineering, 

these are noble pursuits and necessary to sustain life.  
But poetry, beauty, romance, love, these are what we 

stay alive for.” 

- Dead Poets Society



Cover Picture for Issue #12 April-
May 2018 was captured by 

Kamran Mazhar Ansari
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About Us
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Ink is Black. Paper is White. Issues are mostly Grey because they exhibit 
thoughts of our grey matter. Hence, our name. Worry not, our thoughts 
and words are colourful.  

BLACK | Grey | WHITE is an online Magazine which plans to launch an 
Issue every month.  

Our magazine is a montage of poetry, write-ups, illustrations, artworks and 
just about anything. We aim to spread positivity through awareness and 
gain experience along with it. 

Feel free to submit whatever you want to. We encourage all types of 
submissions. 

You can read check out our Blog to join our team or read the submission 
guidelines or just to support us. 

Blog: www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Facebook: BLACK | Grey | WHITE 

Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine 

Thank you for supporting us! 

Thank you for believing in us! 

Love 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE 

http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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Greetings, Readers! 

Benjamin Franklin once said, “Either write something worth reading or do something 
worth writing.” 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to kill two birds with one stone. We are a magazine filled 
with some amazing people willing to use our talent to leave our mark on the world or at 
least, those who read our magazine. Even if a single person who reads what we write and 
portray is impacted, we will have done something amazing. Thus, we will have contributed 
to a cause greater than ourselves. 

The power that the youth hold is so strong that it can be used to create impact that the 
other generations could not create. In recent years, we have noticed that the youth have 
stepped out of the comfort zones that previous generations were not able to step out of 
because of certain reasons. But given the resources and ideas that we have access to, a lot 
can be done to create a positive impact on this world if we put our minds to it. 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to be a magazine and a platform accessible to everyone. We 
encourage all types of talents and expressions of thoughts.  

As the Editor-In-Chief, it is my job to make sure that every form of Art, be writing or 
photography, has the desired effect over the reader and that our message is conveyed in a 
way that is appreciated by everyone. I aim to make this as impactful as I can by using my 
own thoughts and creativity to make it a success. 

Hoping that whatever we do is appreciated and we thank everyone for their support. 

Thank you for believing in us!

From the Editor’s Desk



Saleha Siddiqui 
Founder and Editor-In-Chief

From the Editor’s Desk
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A very warm welcome to all you readers! 

We are very excited to bring forth the latest issue of our magazine and are grateful to 
everyone taking out time to read it. 

Through BLACK | Grey | WHITE, we aim to reach the youth and spread positive 
vibes and awareness by gathering and creating content that many people could relate 
to. We aim to promote reading and understanding each other’s viewpoints through 
written thoughts, to create sparks of curiosity and wonder through art and poetry, 
just to touch your heart and revive the beauty of expression in this manner.  
In our busy lives, I believe, if we take out time to read a little, appreciate art and try 
to understand the power of emotions through poetry, we might strike a chord 
somewhere, find a place of sense and peace of mind, and a stage which could create 
a powerful impact upon our developing minds in the most fun and accessible way 
possible. 

Thomas Merton rightly says that “Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves 
at the same time”.  

We created this platform to promote bright and colourful ideas in the grey matter of 
our brains, and through this we aim to tap into new understandings, explore 
ambiguities and to meet new people who are equally enthusiastic about art. 

Being the Editor-In-Chief, I want to do my best to convert my ideas into a reality and 
through your support, we will keep creating better content in the future and 
discovering a lot of untapped potential.  

Happy reading! 



BGW Minis
BGW Minis are a 4-5 Line Stories, Proses or Poems based around a word or a 
topic. These are the best ones submitted by our team.

Word: RAPE

Shower me with your pain, 

For my sk
in is fu

ll of sin
s. 

Shower it d
own as forgiveness, 

Let my so
ul get purest of all.

Simran Riyaz
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Cut off my breasts, my hips, my face, 

Shave off my hair, Shave off my skin, 

For they say their hedonism gets tempted 

Cut off my tongue, or they'll cut it off 

themselves 
Shutting up my horror tales of their rape 

culture Un-name me 
My caste and my religion greeds them too 

Unsex me Maybe then they'll stop preying on me.

Atiba Sheikh 



Hashmat Naiyareen

Topic: GENDER 
and SEXUALITY

I wonder how a name is earned. Is it by the biological makeup or by the colour of the skin?  

Is it by the painted mask, wore to avoid society or by the bold clad, in defiance of the society?

Atiba Sheikh

I was ru
ined fro

m the ashes 

The lightning bolts t
hat ca

rve my name 

Lost in
 hope, lost in

 freedom 

Do I know my name? 

Speak of th
e hairs t

hat sta
nd on my arm 

They a
re wrought with iro

n 

Boltin
g hot 

Woman, yo
u are. 

Man, yo
u aren't 

Wipe off th
at sm

ile, 

Wipe off th
at sca

r. 



Her Agony
Hashmat Naiyareen

The morning hues take on the arriving day 
I am like those colours splashed across the void 

When the cry of a cuckoo reaches my ear 
The seamless sky roars enough for my silence. 
I am the shunned one who wipes your tears 

Who makes sure your eyes aren't wet; 
I am the lullaby that sleeps next to you 

The pain you never cease to cure. 
If I run across your mind's palette 

The imprints I'll leave may shatter your soul. 
But you are a man, after all; 

Deliberate scars are your creativity on my skin 
My character revulsed and my voice gone; 
I don't want your pity or your pitiful name 

Strong is my name. 
Take away the bruises you paint so delicately 

I have strength enough to nail my own graffiti. 
You say, I am scared of the world outside 

Haven't you ever heard of the powerful womb's cry? 
Yet, every night I'm barred behind walls of freedom 

While you walk free, hands tucked in your ego 
You laugh at the screams of the unheard echo 

You don't talk of the molten wax that pierced my soul. 
Caged, I am bolted against my will; 

I crave for a new dawn, or maybe a new skin.  

14



Parenting 
Frdom

Manya Chaudhary

There are millions of reasons in the world to tell my Freedom to remain soft, 
and a million norms to decide which way should my Freedom take a turn, to 
feel the world through a lens. But my days have gone by trying to make my 
Freedom strong, to make it realise its value, to recognise itself as supreme and 
omnipresent. 

I tell it to be patient, to realise that everyone is different and running at their 
own pace. It does not understand at first. It screams and fights to have a say in 
this unjust world but gets shut down by its own mother. 
Beaten and quiet, it apologises but now understands how the world works. It 
sees how its mother is gullible and submissive to the world she describes as 
"beautiful an endless" in her writings. So it does what it knows best. It keeps 
quiet, registering every cruel movement of the world as "beautiful" and every 
pain it causes as “endless." 

It smiles through the tears and tells its mother goodbye, only to never return 
back home.
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LGBTQ? What’s that?
LGBTQ stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer; 
also known as the LGBTQ community. 

Why are we talking about it?
This month’s theme being “Gender and Sexuality”, this is the 
right context and platform to talk about this. In India, there is a 
need of awareness on this topic and with this issue, we have 
tried to play a part in creating awareness through BGW. 

We talked to a few people to help all of us get to know more 
about the community than just reading definitions on the 
internet. A conversation brings up how internalised a person’s 
beliefs are and open up to a whole wide range of thoughts and 
sentiments associated with it. So to give our readers a good 
idea about it, here is what we talked about.

Saleha Siddiqui



Gay parades, also known as pride happens at different 

time at different places. In Delhi, it happens in 

November.  

This is a really cool event to attend because you see 

diversity, you see like minded people, you see people 

just like you. 

All year long you face questions like what if I am the only 

one who feels like this or what if I don't fit in?  But then 

you attend pride and BOOM. Everything is different. You 

see people being there best version and not been afraid 

of it. People breaking gender norms, stereotypes, 

basically society's paradigm.  

If you are a person who hardly knows any LGBTQ folk 

then you make so many friends there.  

People there are so lively and full of love.  

Love - that’s something which is not criminalised there. 

You get to hold your partner's hand and not get judged 

about the same.
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I can't say about the general Indian perception but the 

people I've met, people I've come out to, their 

reactions were very different.  
I have friends who are so supportive that they check 

out girls with me, who don’t give a shit if I'm 

fundamentally so different.  I have people who use 'gay' as slurs, who are so 

insensitive that they downright degrade LGBTQ folks.  

Those who don't agree with the lifestyle these people 

live make fun of them unabashedly. Calling them 

'meetha', 'chakka','homobackchod' etc.  
Internalised homophobia is very much present, even 

in the LGBT community.  I, myself used to cringe out whenever I heard lesbian 

or someone who called out on my lifestyles.
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Ever since I was young, I have struggled with a 

multitude of identities. These identities have been 

juxtaposed with the strict ideals of Indian society. 

Being Pansexual is difficult due to the conflicting 

ideas from the queer community itself, and often 

times I feel unsupported from my fellow community. 

Although there are many people who do support it, 

there’s still a lot that are not open to it. Pansexuality, 

personally, means the ability to love anyone I want 

without worrying about any externalities attached to 

them. It is about connection of human souls.
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Mental Disorders and 
Mentality
Aiman Wahab

A boy of about 14, an all-rounder, gets hit by a car while going to school. Several 
injuries cause him to stay hospitalised for days and when he starts recovering, he 
realises that he will forever carry the scar of that accident. A scar he didn't choose. 
A scar that still hurts like a fresh wound each time he sees it. A scar which was 
uninvited. In this article, we will talk about that scar. The difference will be that 
that scar won't be a physical one but a mental illness. 

"Oh my God, I totally forgot the Sale on Flipkart! I think I'm having anxiety now". 
"I tried so hard to win that competition and I still didn’t win, I'm depressed". 
"I can't set my mood up today for some reason like I can't even decide which drink 
to buy and this is making me laugh at myself and feel pitiful too, I think I am 
bipolar". 
"Damn! Your dirty room is intriguing the OCD in me to come out”. 

Today, disorders have become common day to day adjectives which are often 
unconsciously used by all of us even though most of us won't even know what these 
issues really are. What we don't understand is the difference between emotion and 
disorder, between heartbreak and nervous breakdown, between psychology and 
sentimentality. 
First things first, what is a scar? A mark that forever stays with you. A mark which 
remained after a wound that used to hurt once. A mark which you didn't choose 
but were compelled to live with. This mark can be an accident for some and for 
some, their disorder. Getting into anxiety is not a choice and so is being bipolar not 
a choice. Cleaning everything because you're suffering from OCD isn't cute and 
isolating oneself during depression isn't dramatic. A mental disorder might not be 
as bothersome and alarming as it sounds IF there was enough awareness regarding 
it today.
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Each person has it's own saturation point and every man differs from the other. 
What makes them unique is how they fight their battles. Their battles are way out 
of our reach, we can't contemplate what they go through because the extremities of 
feelings they are gifted with are way ahead of ours. Telling them not to over react 
won't do or finding the reason for their feelings won't work either because in 
reality, we are not even close to understand their suffering. All we have do is 
remind them to keep going because surely tough times don't last but tough people 
do. Little reminders of how strong they are and how they can cope up as they 
always have is all they need from the world. Why treat someone differently just 
because they have a scar? 

So to all the survivors..  
No wait, to all the fighters out there, I'd only like to say that I don't think that your 
disorder makes you different or any less, instead, it makes you more special than 
the rest. It's easy to be ourselves and live for others when one is at peace but 
controlling oneself and resisting to one's desires while trying to calm oneself and 
everyone around at a time when there's a battle going on inside you, its something 
not everyone can do. Moreover, this disorder is your flaw and everyone has flaws. 
Some have bad temper, some have utter selfishness. But your flaw is not innate! 
Thus if we think about it, you actually almost had no absolute flaw. Such a perfect 
human like you needs to be tested differently. So, God gave you this flaw. It is true 
that God tests each person differently and had you been weak at heart, you 
wouldn't have been chosen to be tested in such an unusual manner. If disorders 
weren't meant to be, then even accidents aren't but if that's how they refer to the 
things which aren't predictable, then what will we call magic, blessings, gifts and 
miracles? Everything happens for a reason. You're not someone to be looked down 
at, you're that star in the sky which stays a little dull sometimes when sky is cloudy 
but shines the brightest when the sky is clear. Do not be hesitate, the world awaits 
to hear from you. You're not abnormal, you were made to inspire others. Until you 
accept yourself and speak, nobody will ever know about the universe you carry.
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Fatima Khan 
Blogger 

Interior Designer 

Event Organiser

Manavi Kunwar



1. Can you tell us something about yourself?  

My name is Fatima Khan and I’m 22 years old. I’m an Interior Decorator, Event 
Planner, a blogger and a student as well. My passion is to succeed in whatever I do in 
my career.  

2. Tell us about your family and how they’ve influenced your career.  

Family is my priority. Without the support of my family, I wouldn’t be where I am 
today. My father is my hero. I look up to him. He is the kindest man alive! My mom 
is who I’m identical to, both personality and looks-wise. She is the best mother who 
has compromised everything for her kids. I’ve two siblings; an elder sister Ayesha and 
a younger brother Bilal. We’ve always got along very well, and are more like friends. I 
was always into art and craft. I remember I was in the 6th grade and my dad brought 
me brochures of fashion design universities in Paris as he wanted to support my 
dreams. I wanted to do something in design industry. However, as time passed by, I 
realised that fashion design wasn’t my cup of tea. My family influenced me to use my 
creativity and get into interior designing! 

3. You’ve grown up in the Middle East but you’re a Canadian National. What is 
the best aspect of both these cultures according to you? 

Having Indian roots, middle-eastern culture, and a Canadian passport are actually 
blessings. I love my Indian roots for the Bollywood movies, chaat, traditions and for 
my lovely family! I love my middle eastern culture for the religious beliefs and the 
luxurious lifestyle. However, I love Canada for the values and humility it has taught 
me. When I went to Canada I was a spoilt brat. And then I saw all my classmates, no 
matter what race, culture, financial status they belonged to, they treated everyone 
equally.  
I am who I am because the three cultures mingle into me.  

4. Your Instagram is very versatile in terms of lifestyle and beauty. What interests 
you the most?  

Lifestyle interests me the most, for sure! As I wanted to become a fashion designer, 
I’m able to use Instagram as a platform to express my style in fashion, and show my 
work as an interior designer.  
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5. We have seen that you travel a lot. Can you tell us which country has the best 
fashion and lifestyle? 

London, absolutely! People are always dressed in such a classy manner; their fashion 
sense is amazing! For lifestyle, I would say Dubai because it has the best of both 
worlds; you can balance out by living the luxurious lifestyle yet living in a 
multicultural environment! You get to meet people from different countries, living in 
Dubai to fulfil their dreams and make a better living.  

6. What is the one place you’ll never be bored of visiting and why?  

Mecca, Saudi Arabia. It’s such a peaceful place. A place where soul finds its peace.  

7. What are your everyday beauty essentials?  

For makeup, I use Mascara, Huda Beauty Pink Sands highlight, Anastasia Beverly 
Hills eyebrow pencil, and matte lipstick. For skin care, I use Laura Marcier Face 
lotion, Mario Badescu Rose water facial spray, Kiehl’s Mightnight Recovery 
Concentrate and Peter Thomas Roth Glycolic Solutions face wash. 

8. Can you tell us something about your career as an interior designer?  

I've worked for Hyatt Regency, Deira located in Dubai for two summers. I renovated 
their reception lobby as well as their cafeteria. I have done home staging projects as 
well. I am involved in event planning as well and have planned 4 events so far! I love 
to use my creativity in different platforms.  

9. Have you ever collaborated with other lifestyle bloggers? 

Yes, I have collaborated with Maha, a Dubai based blogger, Hira Thanvi Official, a 
Canada based Pakistani designer and also, with a makeup blogger. There are few 
upcoming ones, too.  

10. Any tips or advice for budding bloggers? 

Be patient! You won’t get 10K followers overnight. Keep posting daily. Use hashtags, 
a lot of them! Make sure your content has similarity, and that your account follows 
one theme.  Ensure that the pictures you post are well edited and in good quality. 
Always be there for your followers, interact with them and show them love, because 
they are the sole reason that you succeed. 
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Rumi
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Juvairiah Khan

Raise your words, 

not your voice. 

It is rain that grows 

flowers, 

not thunder. 

-Rumi. 



Rishikesh
Sagarika 
Debnath









Devanshi Gupta

In Favour Of Diversity

I may not fit into the little box  
You call 'normal'. 

I may not wear the kind of clothes 
You call 'normal'. 

I may not speak in the tone of voice 
You call 'normal'. 

I may not have the kind of habits 
You call 'normal'. 

When you see my fingers  
Wrapped around the hand of a person 

I'm not 'supposed' to be with, 
I understand why your reaction might not be positive. 

I truly do. 

What you need 
Is someone to tell you 

That it is OK for people 
To be different from each other, 

That diversity is a fact of life, 
That diversity is beautiful.
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Just like everything else, 
Diversity exists in the kind of partners people choose, 

In the kind of gender they identify with, 
In the kind of sex they identify with. 

This diversity harms nobody; 
It only allows people to be more like themselves, 

To truly be who they are.  

You think my love is less authentic, 
Less legitimate than yours. 

But the reality is, 
When I love, 

I love with all my heart. 
Just like you. 

Just like everybody else. 

Whom I love, 
How much I love, 

How I love; 
It's all irrelevant. 

Whether my partner is the same sex as mine or not, 
Whether my love dabbles in the romantic sphere or 

not, 
Whether my love is for someone who identifies with 

the sex they were born in or not. 
It's all irrelevant. 

I am a human, 
And I deserve the respect of a human. 

We may be divided  
By differences in gender and sexuality, 

But ultimately, 
We're united by our humanity. 

Let us not destroy that. 
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Simran Riyaz

"I got down from the bus like everyday. Tired. Confirming nothing is evident, 
plastering a smile on my face, I entered my class like nothing has ever happened to 
me. 
But has it not? Should I actually let this happen to me? Should I actually let that Van 
driver make me do things I am uncomfortable doing? I am a boy. Should I still keep 
quiet? Or should I tell my mommy or daddy about how he touches me, how he 
makes me touch him forcefully, how he makes me remove all my clothes, how he 
takes me to empty places, how he makes me hate myself more after each day? I have 
heard of girls being raped and people raising voices to get them justice. I am a boy 
and I am also being raped. By a man. Will people raise their voices for me? Or will 
they just let it be because I am a boy? If I die today due to the suffocation I feel from 
his touch which haunts me every single minute, will he be hanged to death? Or will 
that beast be left for he does that same wild thing to other boys or girls? It scares me 
when I hear of girls being disowned because they become impure, according to the 
society. Will my parents disown me? Am I impure? Should I show them the scars on 
my body that have come from his forceful touch?” All these thoughts continued as I 
saw mommy bring me some juice. She told me that she is going out of town for two 
days and now the driver would drop me till our house instead. Thinking of that 
made me shudder, "Should I tell mommy?" I wondered and then decided not to. But 
this whole situation had to be stopped.  
I waited for tomorrow to come as I waved a goodbye to mommy. The next afternoon, 
as the driver came at me with his lustful wild eyes, I moved back. As he came to grab 
me by my pants, trying to open it, he suddenly paused as he felt a piercing pain in his 
stomach. Yes, I stabbed him with a knife. Before he could get to the knife, I took it 
and stabbed him as many times as I could, as many times as I had screamed, as many 
times as I had cried, as many times as I had pleaded him to leave me, and finally I 
saw that inhumane creature lying there lifeless. That brought me inner peace 
somehow. 
I confessed as the policemen asked me about it. "These rapists should be punished in 
such a way that other rapists would think a thousand times before daring to rape a 
person. I will never regret what I did.”  
Was a criminal made out of pain? I guess, yes.  

Lo Innocence
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Submission Guidelines 
We accept submissions of all sorts. Articles, Poetry, 
Photography, Comic Strips, Artworks, literally 
anything. We encourage all topics apart from Politics 
because it can cause conflict and we aim to spread 
positivity. 

To submit to us, send us an email on 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com with the subject as 
SUBMISSION: *Category*. For example, if you want 
to submit an artwork, the subject will be 
SUBMISSION: Artwork. 

We promise get back to you within two weeks and if 
we cannot publish your piece in our issue, we 
guarantee a feedback. 

For queries, contact us: 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com 

Check out our Blog: 
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine

mailto:contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com
http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
mailto:contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com
http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com


Thank you for believing in us!

For details or queries, contact us: 

contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com 

Blog: 
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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